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I am proud to present Council’s Sustainability Action Plan 2022 – 2025, which will drive environmental improvements, increase the wellbeing of our community, 
promote a sustainable local economy and ensure sustainable development into the future.

One of Council’s guiding principles is to make sure that all decisions consider a balance of economic, environmental, cultural and social elements to enhance the 
quality of life in Lane Cove. The renewal of the Sustainability Action Plan (SAP) is timely as there are new and emerging trends impacting the sustainability of our 
local community that need to be considered, such as providing facilities and services for our growing population whilst protecting our environment and reducing 
our carbon footprint. 

Council has set ambitious emissions reduction and water use targets for both Council and the community. We acknowledge that we are in a state of climate 
emergency that requires urgent action. I am pleased to say Council as an organisation has made great progress in reducing its emissions and water use.  
We are now increasing our focus on prioritising actions that will see the community reduce its emissions and water use across Lane Cove. We adopt best 
practices so Council and our community have the resilience and capacity to respond and adapt to the effects of climate change.

This updated SAP provides a best practice framework for how Council and the community will meet these targets and outlines the actions that Council will take 
for a more Sustainable Lane Cove. We know the sustainability challenge is large and cannot be achieved by Council or the community alone. That’s why Council 
is committed to working with the community towards implementation of this Plan and celebrating its outcomes in the coming years. 

Craig Wrightson 
General Manager

Introduction
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Acknowledgement of Country
We acknowledge the traditional owners of the land on which we live, 
the Cameraygal people of the Eora Nation, and pay our respects to 
their elders and all Aboriginal people, as they hold the memories, the 
traditions, the culture, and the hope of Aboriginal Australia.
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Our Vision

Our Mission

Our Guiding Principles

Lane Cove as a connected, inclusive, sustainable 
community

To be aware of and responsive to the diverse needs  
and aspirations of the Lane Cove Community

These Guiding Principles ensure a 
holistic approach to planning and 
contribute to improving organisational 
effectiveness.

Community 
To develop a strong inclusive community that 
promotes access, equity and participation in 
decision making, working towards a better  
Lane Cove for everyone.

Creativity
To nurture diverse creative expression in the 
community and foster innovation to meet the 
needs of Lane Cove.

Sustainability
To ensure that all decisions consider a balance 
of economic, environmental, cultural and social 
elements to enhance the quality of life in  
Lane Cove.

Best Value 
To balance the provision of quality services to the 
community of Lane Cove with cost and to always 
seek continuous improvements to the services 
provided.
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Executive Summary

The Sustainability Action Plan (SAP) aims to: 

• Maximise the integration of sustainability across Council’s operations and 
improve sustainability performance.

• Identify directions for sustainability initiatives across Council, business and 
community practice.

• Guide the direction of sustainability levy funding to promote best practice 
sustainability outcomes.

The Plan has three themes; Environment, Community and Liveability, which 
reinforce the role of Council as a leading sustainability performer, guiding 
strategies and actions across Council’s operations. The themes reflect 
Council’s quadruple bottom line approach ensuring all decisions consider 
a balance of economic, environmental, social and governance to enhance 
the quality of life in Lane Cove. The themes and targets are aligned with 

the Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations 2030 Agenda 
for Sustainable Development. The Sustainable Development Goals are 
the international best practice standard for sustainability reporting and are 
used by all levels of government in Australia and almost half of the ASX 200 
companies in their business plans and annual reports.

Each theme has goals which clarify the sustainability direction of the theme 
and a list of actions which focus on areas of high importance and operations 
of high impact where council has the ability to educate and engage the 
community for sustainability. The goals include acting on Council’s climate 
emergency declaration and emissions and water use targets. 

Through this plan Council aims to deliver projects and programs with long-
term value across the quadruple bottom line while helping the community 
become safe, secure, healthy and equitable for future generations.

ENVIRONMENT COMMUNITY LIVEABILITY

Goal 1: A circular community Goal 5: A community living sustainably Goal 9: Connected and liveable communities

Goal 2: Value and develop our built and cultural 
heritage

Goal 6: An engaged community Goal 10: A diverse housing mix with a focus on 
accessibility and affordability

Goal 3: Enhance and value our open space, 
waterways and bushland

Goal 7: A vibrant, healthy and safe community Goal 11: An integrated, efficient and active 
transport network

Goal 4: A climate resilient community Goal 8: An inclusive community celebrating 
cultural tolerance, cultural expression and diversity

Goal 12: Vibrant and viable commercial 
precincts that support local shopping
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Integration of the Sustainability Action Plan into Council’s  
Planning Framework

Each year Council develops a Delivery Plan which sets targets for a four-year 
period. The initiatives and goals from the Sustainability Action Plan will be 
included in the Delivery Plan and progress on meeting these targets will be 
reported to Council.

The SAP will be integral to the development of new initiatives and projects 
funded under the Sustainability Levy. The development and implementation 
of these projects will result in Council and the community achieving the goals 
of the SAP. These projects are evaluated each financial year and outcomes 
are showcased in Council’s Annual Report.

Sustainability  
Action Plan
Actions outlined in the SAP 
are included as targets of the 
Delivery Plan every 4 years.

Review of the 
Sustainability Action 
Plan
A strategic review of the SAP will 
be undertaken in 2025.

Sustainability Advisory 
Committee
An annual evaluation meeting will 
be held to track progress and 
capacity for implementation of 
actions. 

Delivery Plan
Progress on meeting targets in 
the Delivery Plan is reported to 
Council quarterly. The Delivery 
Plan is reviewed annually.
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How to read the Sustainability Action Plan

ID Each Action has an identification number.

Action The Action is the strategy to be implemented. Actions have been written in response to community and staff consultation outcomes.

Timeframe Is categorised as Short term – 2022–2023    Medium term – 2022–2024    Long term – 2022–2025    Ongoing 2022–2025+

Who Council areas leading the implementation of an action are identified by the following acronyms:

HS – Human Services       CS – Corporate Services       ES – Environmental Services       OSUS – Open Space and Urban Services        
GM – General Manager’s Unit

Link Link is a cross reference to Council’s other strategic, planning and operational plans and theme to which the action relates to.  
This ensures that the SAP is not read in isolation but is a strategic document for the whole of Council. 

CRP – Climate Resilience Plan         BP – Bike Plan         LEP – Local Environmental Plan         DCP – Development Control Plan        
PAMP – Pedestrian Access and Mobility Plan         UFP – Urban Forest Plan          
DP – Delivery Plan which includes the following themes:         CP – Community Plan        S – Society         C – Culture          
NE – Natural Environment         BE – Built Environment         LE – Local Economy         OC – Our Council

The SAP has three key themes: Environment, Community and Liveability. For each of the themes, actions have been developed and upon implementation of 
these projects, progress towards a more sustainable community will be achieved.

Example: Liveability

ID Action Timeframe Who Link

1.1 Plan strategic works for Council’s open space by preparing plans for local parks and sports 
fields.

SHORT OSUS DP – NE
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Consultation Process

Council engaged with the community to assist 
with the review of the SAP, specifically the 
development and assessment of new themes, 
actions and priorities. The scope of work included 
reviewing the existing SAP and other documents 
provided by Council, engaging with community 
and stakeholders to inform the revision of 
Council’s SAP, and aligning the SAP with the 
Sustainable Development Goals.

Our consultative approach provided community 
and staff with an opportunity to identify 
sustainability priorities for the next three years and 
provide insights on key issues, gaps, challenges, 
needs and opportunities regarding a broad range 
of sustainability issues in Lane Cove. 

The consultation process generated a large 
number of themes and ideas. The evaluation of 
these was undertaken using an Analytic Hierarchy 
Process (AHP). The AHP was used to weight 
each of these and this enabled themes and ideas 
to be compared with one another, so they could 
be ranked according to their level of importance. 
Feedback from the consultation has directly 
informed the actions and strategies incorporated 
into the SAP.

Draft actions under 
each theme produced

Draft themes and 
ideas produced

2021 SAP  
REVIEW

STAFF  
WORKSHOP  

1

STAFF  
WORKSHOP  

2

COMMUNITY 
FEEDBACK 

INCORPORATED 

COMMUNITY   
ONLINE  
SURVEY

SUSTAINABILITY 
ADVISORY 

COMMITTEE 
WORKSHOP

DRAFT PLAN 
REVIEWED BY 

COUNCIL

DRAFT PLAN 
PRODUCED 
FOR PUBLIC 
EXHIBITION

FINAL 
SUSTAINABILITY 

ACTION PLAN 
PRODUCED FOR 

PUBLIC  
EXHIBITION
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Context

In preparation for this Plan Council undertook a review of existing Council Plans, sustainability progress from 2015-2021 and Council’s carbon emissions and water use 
reports for 2024 and 2036.

Whilst our Sustainability Action Plan focuses on local issues in Lane Cove, it also aligns with a number of global, federal, state and local government strategies 
and goals. This plan was developed after a review of comparable work by councils, state government and international organisations including: 

• North Sydney – Environmental Sustainability Strategy 2030

• Ku-ring-gai Council – Towards Zero Emissions 2030 Action Plan

• Willoughby City Council – Our Green City Plan 2028

• The Greater Sydney Commission Central City District Plan

• Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Strategy 2014-2021

• NSW Government – Integrating Sustainable Development Goals into Local Government Strategic Planning Processes

• C40 Cities Race to Zero

UN Sustainable Development Goals for the Sustainability Action Plan
Throughout this Plan we have mapped the Goals against the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UNSDG). The Goals are universal, supported by the 
Australian Government and are increasingly becoming the driver for business sustainability and local government integrated planning globally. The UNSDGs provide the 
ideal platform to promote and integrate sustainable outcomes and objectives into Council’s plans.

This Plan as a whole, contributes to following United Nations Sustainable Development Goals:
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Emissions and Water Use Targets

In September 2019 Lane Cove Council become 
the 50th Australian Council to declare a climate 
emergency. Council voted to acknowledge 
climate change as a threat to the future of our 
cities, including the Lane Cove Local Government 
Area (LGA).

Emissions and water reduction targets underpin 
the strategies which both guide Council on our 
emissions reduction pathway and increase climate 
change resilience. In March 2020, Council passed 
a motion setting ambitious targets to reduce 
emissions and water use, both within Council 
operations, and across the LGA.

The targets are:

•  Achieve an 80% reduction in emissions by 
2036 based on 2016/17 levels; and

•  Achieve no net increase in water use by 2036 
based on 16/17 levels

In 2021 Lane Cove became one of the few 
councils in NSW adopt short-term energy 
emission and water use targets to increase the 
likelihood of reaching our long-term targets. 
The progressive targets, both within Council 
operations and across the LGA are: 

•  20% reduction in emissions by 2024 (FY16/17 
emissions baseline)

•  No net increase in water use by 2024 (FY16/17 
water use baseline)

Establishing a baseline for Lane Cove’s emissions 
and water use provides a comprehensive 
understanding of the distribution of emissions 
and water. Averaging nearly 70%, electricity is the 
largest contribution of the community’s emissions 
and transport from both resident travel and 
workers is the second largest emissions source at 
just over 23%. 

SECTOR-BASED EMISSIONS BY SECTOR & RESOURCE TYPE
Units: ‘000 (Thousand) tonnes CO2-e per year

Residential

279 126
3%

18%

79%

55%

45%

59%

27%

9%
5%

152

Waste
Gas

Transport

Electricity

Non-Residential

Lane Cove Total 
Emissions by Sector

Non-residential 
Emissions by Source

Residential  
Emissions by Source
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80% of water is consumed within the residential sector and nearly half of all water consumed is for non-
drinking purposes such as irrigation, toilets and laundry.

To achieve these short-term and long-term targets 
Council has identified 8 key directions:

1.  Maximise renewable energy opportunities

2.  Identify high-performance new building 
standards that are relevant for Lane Cove

3.  Continue to deliver efficient Council owned, 
and leased, assets

4.  Investigate establishing a Low Carbon Precinct 
in the LGA

5.  Water conservation strategies

6.  Waste innovation

7.  Minimise car use and increase public and 
active transport

8.  Plan for new mobility such as electric vehicles

Council is already making great strides in 
emissions reductions. In July 2022 Council will 
begin procuring 100% renewable energy for all 
our facilities. This will see Council’s emissions 
reduce from 2% of the LGA’s emissions to 0.5%. 

By raising awareness, developing key projects 
and collaborating with stakeholders in our 
community, State and Federal Governments, 
Council will continue to foster change and drive 
a targeted approach towards reducing our 
emissions and water use across the LGA. 

WATER USE BY SECTOR

Non-Residential

49%

51%

80%

20%

55%

45% Non-potable grade

Drinking water grade

Residential

Lane Cove LGA Residential Non-residential
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Measuring Our Progress

THEME GOAL SUCCESS INDICATORS

Environment A Circular Community  • 2024 emissions and water use targets met
• Reduced resource consumption
• Reduction in waste to landfill
• Increased recycling and composting
• Increase in Council’s sustainable procurement

Value and Develop Our Built and Cultural Heritage • Aboriginal and European heritage preserved
• Maintain strong partnerships with heritage organisations 

Enhance and Value Our Open Space, Waterways and 
Bushland

• Improved quality of water and bushland
• Community participation in bushland programs
• Use of parks and facilities 
• Involvement in environmentally focused community groups
• Benchmarking and protection of flora and fauna

A Climate Resilient Community • Creeks protected from erosion
• Residential canopy cover target met
• Increased community emergency preparedness

Council will measure progress towards achieving the goals and objectives outlined in the Sustainability Action Plan using the following success indicators. 
Progress will be reported each year in Council’s Annual Report.
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THEME GOAL SUCCESS INDICATORS

Community A Community Living Sustainably • Increase in active transport
• Increase in business sustainability
• Increase in renewable energy use
• Decrease in water use

An Engaged Community • Community commitment to sustainable living
• Greater community participation
• Inclusive communities
• Local sustainability champions celebrated

A Vibrant, Healthy and Safe Community • Vibrant urban areas encouraging social interactions
• Maintain the community’s sense of well-being

An Inclusive Community Celebrating Tolerance, Cultural 
Expression and Diversity

• Strong connection with community groups 
• Facilities are inclusive and accessible  
• Multicultural community is celebrated

Liveability Connected and Liveable Communities • Improved accessibility to outdoor spaces
• Increase in active transport use
• More families stay and live in the locality

A Diverse Housing Mix with a focus on Accessibility and 
Affordability

• Increase in diversity of housing options
• Increase in sustainable building standards

An Integrated, Efficient and Active Transport Network • Decrease in traffic congestion
• Increase in public transport use
• Increase in fast and reliable journey times

Vibrant and Viable Commercial Precincts that support local 
shopping

• Increase in local shopping
• Accessible and inclusive retail precincts
• Pedestrian and bike friendly precincts
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Theme 1: 
Environment
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Environment
Goal 1: A Circular Community
This goal contributes to the following United Nations Sustainable Development Goals:

ID Action Timeline Who Link

1.1 Meet Lane Cove’s emissions and water targets by implementing the identified roadmap and pathways Long All DP – BE

1.2 Implement and maintain 100% renewable energy sources for all Council facilities Short GM DP – BE

1.3 Mandate the use of renewables through planning mechanisms while engaging residents and other 
stakeholders in the process 

Medium ES DP – BE

1.4 Align Council’s corporate systems with sustainability objectives and provide internal education Ongoing CS DP – OC

1.5 Implement the NSW Waste and Sustainable Materials Strategy 2041 – Stage 1 Plan: 2021-2027  
and achieve an 80% domestic waste diversion rate by 2036

Ongoing ES DP – NE

1.6 Assess the life cycle of products and implement circular economy principles into Councils operations  
and services, and help facilitate circular economy principles in the community

Ongoing All DP – C
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ID Action Timeline Who Link

1.7 Extend sustainability in Council’s procurement policy to include considerations such as waste disposal 
and the cost of operations and maintenance over the life of the goods and services

Short CS/ES DP – C

1.8 Implement programs that accelerate the uptake of renewable energy and batteries in the community and 
reduce or eliminate of the use of fossil fuel energy and in particular gas

Short ES DP – BE

1.9 Identify and implement opportunities for accelerating smart technology solutions to improve energy  
and environmental management 

Short  ES/GM DP – BE

1.10 Facilitate the sharing economy to reduce waste Short ES DP – NE

1.11 Create awareness programs with best practice waste strategies to reduce disposable and recyclable 
waste at the outset

Short ES DP – NE

1.12 Encourage businesses and retailers to set landfill diversion targets Long ES DP – NE

1.13 Incentivise large scale clean energy generation by using Council’s purchasing power and supporting 
community energy projects 

Medium ES DP – BE

1.14 Fulfil Council’s Cities Race to Zero pledge and report progress through the Annual Report Short ES DP – NE

1.15 Investigate a pathway to reducing or eliminating gas usage through education programs which outline 
the harmful effects of fossil fuel use and the benefits (economical, environmental and social) of the switch 
to alternative clean energy options

Medium ES DP – BE

1.16 Council to invest in non-fossil fuel and socially responsible funds where possible Long CSD DP – C
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Environment
Goal 2: Value and Develop Our Built and Cultural Heritage
This goal contributes to the following United Nations Sustainable Development Goal:

ID Action Timeline Who Link

2.1 Develop place-making projects that celebrate the natural and cultural heritage of the Lane Cove area Ongoing HS/OSUS DP – C

2.2 Encourage activities which foster the community’s connection to Lane Cove and complement these with 
Council-led initiatives

Ongoing HS/CS DP – C

2.3 Incorporate public art, event space and built form design into planning and development for the purpose 
of recognising and enhancing the cultural identity of Lane Cove

Ongoing HS/ES DP – BE

2.4 Protect and promote the cultural heritage of Lane Cove and ensure Council staff have ongoing training 
on Aboriginal site awareness

Ongoing ES/OSUS DP – C

2.5 Curate cultural experiences featuring interpretive information about local history and environment Medium OSUS/HS DP – C

2.6 Facilitate connections with First Nations around caring for country and Indigenous land management  Ongoing OSUS/HS DP – C

2.7 Express interest in the State Government’s Blue Plaques Program Medium HS DP – C
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Environment
Goal 3: Enhance and Value our Bushland, Waterways and Open Space
This goal contributes to the following United Nations Sustainable Development Goals:

ID Action Timeline Who Link

3.1 Encourage engagement with, and care for, local bushland through on-the-ground programs including 
Backyard Habitat, Bush Friends, Bush Kids, Harbourcare and Bushcare

Ongoing OSUS DP – NE

3.2 Monitor and record the current distribution of flora and fauna in Lane Cove Ongoing OSUS DP – NE

3.3 Support education about the value of the natural environment in Lane Cove by raising awareness about 
local species through environmental programs, community education and local schools

Ongoing OSUS/ES DP – NE

3.4 Coordinate and promote opportunities for community members to participate in their community 
including through environmentally focused volunteer work

Ongoing OSUS DP – NE

3.5 Curate events which use or celebrate the natural environment and culture Ongoing OSUS DP – NE
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Bushland

ID Action Timeline Who Link

3.6 Plan strategic works for Council’s bushland by preparing Bushland Plans of Management Ongoing OSUS DP – NE

3.7 Manage stormwater to reduce its impacts on bushland areas and mitigate stormwater issues in the 
Development Approval stage for residential and commercial buildings

Ongoing OSUS DP – NE

3.8 Enhance, maintain and connect walking tracks through our parks and reserves Ongoing OSUS/ES DP – NE

3.9 Implement a bio-security strategy for weed control and include education for residents on ways to 
remove and dispose of weeds

Ongoing ES/OSUS DP – NE

3.10 Manage pets and control feral animals to reduce negative impacts on bushland Ongoing OSUS DP – NE

3.11 Strategically plan, support and identify wildlife corridors and reserve linkages on a regional basis Ongoing OSUS DP – NE

3.12 Ensure planting native plants when managing bushland transition areas Ongoing OSUS/HS DP – NE

3.13 Undertake bush regeneration works to protect, restore and maintain natural areas Medium OSUS DP – NE

3.14 Increase protection of native wildlife by implementing natural wildlife protection areas Long OSUS/HS DP – NE

3.15 Continue to contribute to the Bushfire Management Committee, carry out required actions in the 
Bushfire Risk Management Plan and investigate the feasibility of environmental burns

Ongoing OSUS/HS  DP – NE

3.16 Apply the Development Control Plan Part H to ensure bushland is adequately protected from the 
impacts of adjacent developments

Ongoing OSUS DP – NE
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Waterways

ID Action Timeline Who Link

3.17 Apply Development Control Plan Part H and O to manage stormwater to reduce its impacts on 
waterways and mitigate stormwater issues

Ongoing OSUS DP – NE

3.18 Encourage bush regeneration practices to stabilize soil in bushland, particularly adjacent to creeks Ongoing OSUS DP – NE

3.19 Increase biodiversity along foreshores and install living seawalls Ongoing OSUS/ES DP – NE

3.20 Continue to monitor water quality in creeks. Install a new GPT each year for the duration of this plan  
and create more raingardens to improve water quality

Ongoing ES/OSUS DP – NE

Open Spaces

ID Action Timeline Who Link

3.21 Plan strategic works for Council’s open space by preparing plans for local parks and sports fields Ongoing OSUS DP – NE

3.22 Optimise usage of existing parks and sport fields through improved, sustainably designed facilities Ongoing OSUS DP – NE

3.23 Manage pets and control feral animals to reduce negative impacts on open space Ongoing OSUS/ES DP – NE

3.24 Provide appropriate open spaces to allow for flexible use of parks and sport fields for cultural activities 
e.g. outdoor cinema and neighbourhood activities

Ongoing ES/OSUS DP – NE
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Environment
Goal 4: A Climate Resilient Community
This goal contributes to the following United Nations Sustainable Development Goals:

ID Action Timeline Who Link

4.1 Implement Water Sensitive Urban Design principles where possible Ongoing OSUS DP – BE

4.2 Recognise and remediate areas of concern to protect creeks from erosion associated with increased 
intensity of rainfall and storm flows  

Ongoing OSUS DP – NE

4.3 Increase canopy cover in residential areas in line with The Urban Forest Strategy and emphasise the 
importance of existing trees for climate resiliency

Ongoing OSUS/ ES UFP

4.4 Adopt controls and planning provisions in the Development Control Plan to drive green roofs, passive 
design and other measures to reduce urban heat

Medium ES DP – BE

4.5 Implement programs to increase climate resilience and emergency preparedness in the community to 
adapt to climate change and reduce the impact of extreme weather events

Short ES/HS/
OSUS

CRP
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ID Action Timeline Who Link

4.6 Identify heat and flood risks and implement mitigation and adaptation solutions Long  ES/OSUS CRP

4.7 Implement Climate Resilience Plan actions Ongoing ES CRP
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Theme 2: 
Community
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Community
Goal 5: A Community Living Sustainably
This goal contributes to the following United Nations Sustainable Development Goals:

ID Action Timeline Who Link

5.1 Promote creative solutions for sustainable living that improve the quality of life for people who live, work 
and visit Lane Cove 

Ongoing ES DP – NE

5.2 Provide community education on waste reduction and disposal for multi-unit dwelling residents Ongoing ES DP – NE

5.3 Develop and implement strategies to reduce illegal dumping Ongoing ES DP – NE

5.4 Work with developers, State Government and our community to encourage sustainable design and 
housing

Ongoing ES DP – BE

5.5 Review outcomes of the Food and Organics collection trial (FO) in households to determine if providing  
a FO or FOGO service is viable

Long ES DP – NE
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ID Action Timeline Who Link

5.6 Adopt controls and planning provisions in the Development Control Plan to drive emission reduction 
opportunities for transport, including demand reduction, cycling, car sharing, benefits of public transport, 
low-emissions vehicles, electric and hybrid vehicles,  
and potential future transport trends

Short ES DP – BE

5.7 Promote and encourage the community to choose ‘active’ transport e.g. cycling and walking, over 
private vehicle transport use

Ongoing OSUS/ES DP – BE

5.8 Support business sustainability programs and promote their achievements Medium ES DP – EP

5.9 Support businesses to reduce food miles and their carbon footprint whilst promoting healthy alternatives Short ES DP – EP

5.10 Promote the use of clean energy sources for heating and cooling buildings Short ES DP – BE

5.11 Engage with large asset owners and key stakeholders to achieve a significant uptake of renewable 
energy and reduce energy emissions, e.g. data centre owner operators, hospitals, industrial sites and 
large commercial buildings

Medium ES DP – BE

5.12 Adopt controls and planning provisions in Council’s Local Environment Plan and Development Control 
Plan to drive water use reductions

Short ES DP – BE

5.13 Investigate opportunities to create community gardens Short OSUS DP – NE

5.14 Investigate opportunities for shared community composting facilities Medium OSUS DP – NE

5.15 Educate residents and businesses on the harmful impacts of air pollution whilst promoting active travel, 
low emission vehicles, sustainable living and emphasise the importance of tree canopy

Short OSUS DP – NE
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Community
Goal 6: An Engaged Community
This goal contributes to the following United Nations Sustainable Development Goals:

ID Action Timeline Who Link

6.1 Continue to educate and support our community on how to minimise energy use, waste generation and 
raise awareness of waste as a resource

Ongoing ES DP – NE

6.2 Improve options to reach underrepresented groups to encourage participation in community life Ongoing HS/ES DP – S

6.3 Expand awareness, consultation and engagement opportunities for the community to guide the future  
of Lane Cove

Ongoing CS DP – OC

6.4 Support communities to run events and initiatives which encourage interaction between neighbours and 
community groups

Ongoing HS/ES DP – S, 
CRP

6.5 Promote a sense of social bond in the community, including with new residents Short HS DP – S
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ID Action Timeline Who Link

6.6 Recognise, develop and celebrate sustainability champions in the community, businesses and amongst 
Council staff 

Medium ES/HS DP – S

6.7 Improve options to reach young people and children to encourage participation in Council and 
community life

Short HS DP – S
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Community
Goal 7: A Vibrant, Healthy and Safe Community
This goal contributes to the following United Nations Sustainable Development Goals:

ID Action Timeline Who Link

7.1 Support and promote school active travel campaigns to reduce car use by parents e.g. bike week  
and access to bus passes for local students

Ongoing OSUS DP – BE

7.2 Implement and promote wellness programs that support the physical and mental wellbeing of Lane 
Cove residents

Ongoing HS DP – BE

7.3 Complete a community wellbeing survey every two years to help identify the community’s sense of 
wellbeing

Short HS DP – S

7.4 Promote and support developments that consider safety by design, interaction, shared spaces, mobility, 
inviting lighting and accessibility

Ongoing ES/OSUS DP – BE

7.5 Activate spaces with twilight activities to increase public safety Ongoing HS DP – BE
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Community
Goal 8: An Inclusive Community Celebrating Tolerance, Cultural Expression and Diversity
This goal contributes to the following United Nations Sustainable Development Goals:

ID Action Timeline Who Link

8.1 Support projects which help to reduce discrimination and increase acceptance and inclusion in the community Ongoing HS DP – C

8.2 Provide opportunities to celebrate the cultures of people from Culturally and Linguistically Diverse (CALD) 
backgrounds

Ongoing HS DP – BE

8.3 Promote accessible, multilingual information in partnership with relevant organisations to provide access 
to a range of a programs and information

Ongoing HS DP – C

8.4 Explore opportunities to work together with individuals and groups within the creative sector Ongoing HS DP – C

8.5 Support programs and operations that promote and safeguard Aboriginal heritage and culture Ongoing HS DP – OC

8.6 Take a leadership role in providing the community with access to quality public art Long HS DP – S

8.7 Provide facilities and infrastructure which promote best practice in accessibility and inclusion Ongoing OSUS DP – S
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Theme 3: 
Liveability
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Liveability
Goal 9: Connected and Liveable Communities
This goal contributes to the following United Nations Sustainable Development Goals:

ID Action Timeline Who Link

9.1 Investigate opportunities for further sustainability measures in the St Leonards South Medium ES DP – BE

9.2 Develop Public Domain Guides / Master Plans to create places for identity and social connection in each 
precinct  

Ongoing OSUS DP – BE

9.3 Improve connectivity and safety of bicycle and walking tracks across our region  Ongoing OSUS DP – NE

9.4 Provide well-designed open spaces catering for all abilities which encourage users to engage with the 
environment

Ongoing OSUS/HS DP – BE

9.5  Provide safe and accessible parks and open spaces Ongoing OSUS DP – NE

9.6 Investigate walkable precincts Medium OSUS/ES/
GMU

DP – BE
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ID Action Timeline Who Link

9.7 Create parklets (using car spaces) to increase outdoor dining and social interaction opportunities Medium OSUS/ES/
GMU

DP – BE

9.8 Guarantee continued leadership in sustainability by ensuring all existing and new Council assets are as 
energy and water efficient and easily accessible

Ongoing ES DP – BE
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Liveability
Goal 10: A Diverse Housing mix with a focus on Accessibility and Affordability
This goal contributes to the following United Nations Sustainable Development Goals:

ID Action Timeline Who Link

10.1 Identify infrastructure and recreation gaps as early as possible, particularly with regards to housing 
development approval 

Ongoing ES/OSUS DP – BE

10.2 Communicate Council’s housing diversity and choice to the development industry through Council’s 
adopted Local Housing Strategy 

Ongoing ES DP – BE

10.3 Encourage diversity of housing choices Ongoing ES DP – BE

10.4 Integrate the principles of good design and sustainability into the adopted Lane Cove Local Housing 
Strategy 

Short ES DP – BE

10.5 Develop an affordable/key worker housing policy statement Medium ES DP – BE

10.6 Continue to advocate for the adoption and rollout of the Design and Place State Environmental Planning 
Policy (SEPP)

Ongoing ES DP – BE
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Liveability
Goal 11: An Integrated, Efficient and Active Transport Network
This goal contributes to the following United Nations Sustainable Development Goals:

ID Action Timeline Who Link

11.1 Ensure consideration of integrated transport planning and Transit Orientated Development in 
Development Plans e.g. reduce the need for private vehicle use  

Ongoing OSUS DP – BE

11.2 Promote local transport for travel to and from transport hubs Ongoing OSUS DP – BE

11.3 Ensure footpaths are connected, accessible, maintained and safe to use Ongoing OSUS DP – BE

11.4 Provide advocacy and education on sustainable transport options  Ongoing OSUS DP – BE

11.5 Incorporate safe design principles when designing for pedestrians and cyclists on key transport routes Ongoing OSUS DP – BE

11.6 Expand Council’s community parking for car share schemes  Medium OSUS DP – BE

11.7 Encourage the reduction of car use for Council staff Short ES DP – BE
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ID Action Timeline Who Link

11.8 Update Council’s Fleet Policy to be best practice and develop vehicle procurement criteria that favour 
the purchase of low emission vehicles with the aim of reducing fleet emissions to net-zero by 2035

Short  ES/OSUS DP – OC

11.9 Review Council’s Development Control Plan in regard to parking rates, charging points for electric 
vehicles (EVs) and other sustainability measures where appropriate

Long  ES/OSUS DCP

11.10 Collaborate with the State Government to develop micro mobility strategies e.g. scooters, bike share Long OSUS DP – BE

11.11 Develop resources to encourage electric vehicle and low emission vehicle adoption by households and 
businesses

Medium ES DP – BE

11.12 Collaborate with the State Government for more efficient and reliable public transport options Ongoing OSUS DP – BE

11.13 Develop an integrated transport strategy that considers current trends in car ownership, accessibility-
based parking rates and the uptake of electric vehicles and use the strategy to support new 
development controls

Medium OSUS DP – BE

11.14 Investigate strategies to improve traffic flow Medium OSUS DP – BE
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Liveability
Goal 12: Vibrant and Viable Commercial Precincts that support local shopping
This goal contributes to the following United Nations Sustainable Development Goals:

ID Action Timeline Who Link

12.1 Provide sustainable landscaping in streets (trees, shrubs and other indigenous vegetation where 
possible)  

Ongoing OSUS DP – BE

12.2 Identify and explore opportunities for a sustainable business program focusing on commercial premises Medium CS/ES DP – LE

12.3 Explore opportunities to bulk buy solar PV for Council, residents and businesses Medium ES DP – BE

12.4 Develop business support activities and facilities to stimulate our local economy Ongoing CS DP – LE

12.5 Create a Public Open Space Design Guide to achieve consistent maintenance Medium OSUS DP – BE

12.6 Implement effective way-finding Medium OSUS DP – BE

12.7 Support local businesses to become more accessible and inclusive Medium HS DP – S
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ID Action Timeline Who Link

12.8 Continue to implement the Pedestrian Access and Mobility Plan (PAMP) and the Bike Plan to create 
pedestrian and bicycle friendly precincts

Short OSUS PAMP

Bike Plan
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